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“See that you be not troubled, for all these things must come to pass; When you see all these things, know that it is near, even at the doors.”
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Oil in Israel

REVELATION 13 REVISITED

First Hour

Second Hour

Revelation 13 is, in our estimation, one of the most
hi-tech chapters in the Bible. Everything in this
chapter points to advanced high technology. From
calling fire down out of heaven, to great and mighty
signs “in the sight of the beast,” to a global ruler
convincing the world of his claim to Deity, to a
resurrection from the dead, and the creation of a lifelike, human-like replica of the ruler himself that is
so convincing that the world worships the replica
over the original … it’s all technology never before
known until now! This multimedia presentation will
show it all.

Select prophecies declared in Genesis, Deuteronomy
and 1 Chronicles foretell a time in “the last days”
when the tiny nation of Israel will outshine her
enemy neighbors with enough petroleum as to shame
them openly and shock the world. Since the 1970s at
least, a story has been unfolding in that region of
untold, untapped wealth “in the deep that lieth under”
(Gen. 49:25). From the Asher Oil Drilling Project in
the ‘80s, to today’s host of companies currently
engaged in exploration, expectations are high that
Israel could soon become a major producer and
exporter of oil and gas. Come see the evidence.
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"Wally keeps the information so interesting with showing
lots of pictures and video clips. I highly recommend Wally’s
presentations to church audiences everywhere. We need to
be aware and alert for these end times." - Sharon Sargeant,
Founder of The Shepherd’s Guide of Houston

